Adenovirus type 5 fiber knob domain has a critical role in fiber protein synthesis and encapsidation.
Adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) vectors carrying knobless fibers designed to remove their natural tropism were found to have a lower fiber content than recombinant Ad5 with wild-type (WT) capsid, implying a role for the knob-coding sequence or/and the knob domain in fiber encapsidation. Experimental data using a variety of fiber gene constructs showed that the defect did not occur at the fiber mRNA level, but at the protein level. Knobless fiber proteins were found to be synthesized at a significant slower rate compared with knob-carrying fibers, and the trimerization process of knobless fibers paralleled their slow rate of synthesis. A recombinant Ad5 diploid for the fiber gene (referred to as Ad5/R7-ZZ(wt)/E1 : WT-fiber) was constructed to analyse the possible rescue of the knobless low-fiber-content phenotype by co-expression of WT fiber. Ad5/R7-ZZ(wt)/E1 : WT-fiber contained a knobless fiber gene in its natural location (L5) in the viral genome and an additional WT fiber gene in an ectopic position in E1. Knobless fiber was still synthesized at low levels compared with the co-expressed E1 : WT fiber and the recovery of the two fiber species in virus progeny reflected their respective amounts in the infected cells. Our results suggested that deletion of the fiber knob domain had a negative effect on the translation of the fiber mRNA and on the intracellular concentration of fiber protein. They also suggested that the knob control of fiber protein synthesis and encapsidation occurred as a cis effect, which was not modified by WT fiber protein provided in trans by the same Ad5 genome.